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Introduction:

Design models and model making can perform a number of different
functions within the design process, but mainly they can either
illustrate a design proposal/concept, as for a final presentation, or
provide the tactile grounds in which the process of model making
itself is used to test and generate design ideas. From model making
processes such as (dis) assembly, construction, material
disfigurement, intersection/jointing, subtractive-based studies and
more, to the properties a final model can convey like tactility,
texture, colour, spatial proportioning, effects of light, weight, and
mass. Model making with materials provides a highly visceral way in
which designers can inform, extend and communicate layered and
complex design ideas

Project Requirements:

Exercise 1. In the part of this assignment you will investigate your
chosen spatial concept (Fold, Wrap, Layer, Stack, Gap, Gather,
Seam, Pleat, Flip, Slice) in conjunction with 224.251, producing a
series of models that work with your design ideas for the site and
programme. Use these models as thinking sketches, experiment in
the different ways you can manipulate form, material and space
through the application of your spatial concept. These model
developments will be presented for the interim critique with one form
concept then selected to take through to final development in part 2
of this project.
Final Representational Model (scale 1:20). For the final three
weeks of this project you will work towards completing a well
crafted and scale accurate model of your final design concept for
presentation.
Handin Requirements: Exercise 1, scale model, workbook with
research, blog.

Assessment:

The project will be assessed based on:
-

effectively utilise model making as an idea generative tool

-

display intelligent and inventive use of materials and their
modeling to convey design ideas

-

degree of resolution, craft and accuracy in final scale model.

-

overall demonstration of proficiency on the equipment

Written feedback and an indicative mark will be given for this
project. It can be resubmitted at the end of the semester as part of
your portfolio hand-in. The portfolio hand in, consisting of all the
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work produced during the semester, will determine the final grade.
Learning Outcomes:

The student should be able to:
-

understand and effectively utilise model making as an idea
generative tool and as a communicative object.

-

- adopt a critical and conceptual approach to the qualities
and limits of materials and their role in the making of space

-

- use workshop tools and equipment safely

-

know and apply accurate architectural scale modeling
conventions to represent a design project.

week 7

Brief intro. Independent complete 3 physical models sketch
models exploring chosen spatial concept (Fold, Wrap, Layer,
Stack, Gap, Gather, Seam, Pleat, Flip, Slice)

week 8

Wednesday 29th April
Model making workshop, prepare fabrication files for making ‘shell’
of the site.

week 9

Wednesday 8 May
Finish building scale 1:20 model, the ‘shell’ of the site
Preparation for interim on Monday.

week 10

Wednesday 15 May
Workshop, 1 on 1 tutorials Review and advice on presentation
and final model

week 11

Wednesday 22 May
Workshop, 1 on 1 tutorials Review and advice on presentation
and final model

week 12

Wednesday 29 May
FINAL PRESENTATON ASSIGNMENT 2 together with 224.261 and
224.251

week 13

PORTFOLIO HANDIN: Due Friday 7th June 9am.
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